
Summary of HowWeGot Here:

The core thesis is the merger with JetBlue Airways (Ticker $JBLU) which was
announced on July 7, 2022. So let’s get to the key points there before some light
commentary on this special situation of fun and profits.

● All cash deal presented at $31/sh from Jetblue originally in the Summer of
2022 when the stock was trading at low $20/sh.

● Bidding war with Frontier Group ($ULCC) - $JBLU wins with a new $33.50 all
cash offer (nice) + a $400 million breakup fee (not nice) and a $2.50 special
share dividend for Spirit shareholders on approval, and wait there’s more, $0.10
ticking fee that started January 2023

● The stock has traded relatively in a tight range this year, even below the
original deal announcement

● The DOJ has sued to block the deal with the trial having started Oct 16, 2023

The Current Situation: The stock drop of -50%at the end of October.

The merger aside, the stock suffered a terrific drop in price post earnings but before
that had a few issues we need to dive into because there is an issue with the overall
thesis if the deal breaks (it could, but likely does not).

● October 20: flights canceled with inspection of 25 planes for signs of cracking
around fasteners - article here.

● Net loss of $157.6 million or $1.44 per diluted share
● Weaker demand and some adjustments made
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This drop post Q3 earnings presented the best time to begin acquiring shares and
select duration calls. Unfortunately, at that time I was unwinding housing shorts from
later Summer so this passed by me.

So that is how we got here to this point.

Let’s move on to where we are taking off (nice) in the future.

The Case for $20/share

Originally, this was never on my radar even though I did see the announcement a
while ago, it just becomes hard to speculate on deals like this because of the time to
completion, and like we’ve seen, litigation.

After-all, event-driven and special situations are where a lot of money is made, if
understood thoroughly and also (probably more importantly) structured correctly
from the execution standpoint - a part that many amateur day-traders and trading
indicator enthusiasts tend to fall short on.
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But this was brought to me by an investor who many have called (in certain social
circles) “The Oracle of Southlake” - and this began to make sense the more that I
looked at it.

November 15, 2023 - Tweet on the@TheLongVol Twitter Posted
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While this is not a technically motivated investment, it does matter (and did) - and
given the dramatic selling pressure the stock saw post-earnings the $10.50-$11.00 a
share mattered.

This area will matter in the future if we see downside selling pressure, which there
could be as you’ll see below.

$20/Sh Target - Howdowe get there andwhy is this a ‘fair value’

In any deal like this there are unknowns that cannot be accounted for (which
originally kept me on the sidelines as stated above).

4 Week Trial & Decision- The trial was intended to be four weeks but here we are at
week 4 and there are a few days left in this. This is a bench trial, no jury so we’re
going to get a decision soon: maybe next week maybe next year.

You can read the DOJ & Spirits bullet point defense points here via Bloomberg Law.

So the first question to be asked is: “What happens if the merger is ruled against?”
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My view: If we do see that ruling then this puts the Company back into where it was
trading post earnings and where the stock price area (listed above on the Tweet)
comes into play once again.

The Company, if that happens, is still in a bad position because it is one of the most
levered airlines and net debt has increased several years in a row. And even with a
potential financial payment from Pratt & Whitney for the engine issues it still makes
this a tough name to own.

And to be clear - if there is no deal, this stock does not have my interest anymore
primarily because capital is better allocated in other ideas especially with what I
believe 2024 outlook in markets to be.
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The second question to be asked: “What if the merger is approved, what then?”

My view: If the merger is approved we then potentially face a revision in the deal
price. This is not an opinion, I ammerely stating what has already been brought to
the table - and to be clear, an opinion I agree with.

Airline Weekly - November 1, 2023

“In light of punishing fundamentals and sub-$5 share prices, we believe JetBlue and
its board would be remiss in not pursuing revised deal economics,” J.P. Morgan
analyst Jamie Baker wrote on Wednesday. His reference to “sub-$5 share prices”
referred to what many think the price of Spirit shares could fall to.

It’s hard to see a world wherein the DOJ loses that this is then not brought up by
bankers, further hindering the merger deal price.

So who really knows what price this will get purchased at though I hope it does
become $30-$33 the ‘safer " bet is to target $20.

If there is an approval, I’d fully expect the stock reaction to have an initial “pop” into
$16-$20 based on some factors.
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Trading Strategies and Execution

While I know many in “high finance” shun technical analysis, I don’t. In fact, I believe it
is an absolutely necessary application whether that’s: special situation investing,
event-driven, commodities ... .whatever it may be, it has a purpose.

The legend Uncle Stan Druckenmiller agrees -

Another discipline I learned that helpedme determine whether a stock
would go up or down is technical analysis. Drelles was very technically
oriented, and I was probablymore receptive to technical analysis than
anyone else in the department. Even though Drelles was the boss, a lot of
people thought he was a kook because of all the chart books he kept.
However, I found that technical analysis could be very effective.

While this is important, so is context, especially in special sits/event-driven trading.
More often than not many managers, and amateur investors alike, get it wrong in
that the technical analysis is correct but the execution is flawed.
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That being said, there are several approaches to the trade, however at this point in
the storyline this becomes a binary event/outcome because we are now awaiting a
decision.

Prior to the +50% move off the lost from last week this is how I expressed the long
view:

I purchased shares and calls with DEC & JAN expirations with varying strikes from
$10-$25 strikes. I sold the majority of the equity into $12 and held the calls.

The issue with expression of the trade, at this point, is that the implied volatility on the
options across all expirations has increased dramatically which has priced in the
move based on the DOJ ruling. Some chains have IV higher than +180%!

So the question becomes “is it even worth it at this point?”

Depending on your stance and risk that is a question that has to be asked and for
me that answer is a yes. But the key thing in all of this is that this is a
special-situations investment and I treat the risk as such - hence selling the majority
of the shares off the initial move and keeping long calls as the way to express the
long view.

In portfolio management “going all in” is something that is going to cause an
implosion and at this point in the storyline it is a binary event/trade. Long equity
makes sense with those who are believers in the positive ruling while those who are
non-believers are left with paying for overpriced insurance in the form of put options.

I’d normally venture into selling puts on something like this as a way to express the
long view but given the lack of premium and potential asymmetric upside on the
decision the long equity/long call expression is best for me.
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Conclusion:

Special situations investing is hard, especially when the DOJ is involved.

But Spirit and JetBlue have done a great job to make things happen that should free
up a positive ruling for the stock so that this merger can happen.

In fact, it needs to happen for the sake of the airline industry at large, in my view.

This is the state of the Company at this point and if the DOJ rules in favor of this there
is likely a part two to this analysis because the trade dynamics likely do change then
which present opportunity, again.

If they rule against Spirit then the loss is capped to the price of the calls, remaining
shares against the prior sold gains on the initial move.

Thanks for reading.
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